


The Limited Domain of Michael Faraday's Law of Induction merely applies to the Conservation of Energy.

Does Michael Faraday's Law of Induction concern itself with the conversion (consumption / conservation) of alternating (A/C) power or 

with the generation of alternating power?

I think it is the former. The latter condition of the synthesis (generation) of power is a standing wave which cannot dissipate, ie. it cannot 

exit the circuit as: heat, or light, or mechanical motion of a coil unless it is first converted. But for this conversion to occur, it can no longer 

exhibit a standing wave pattern in which its phase of voltage and its phase of current are diametrically opposed in polarity (with 180° of 

separation between them). Instead, in order for conversion to occur, it must realign the phase polarities of its voltage and current to exhibit a 

maximum power factor to manifest, and maximize, the output of this conversion of power. Otherwise, the standing wave pattern will force a 

constant build up of reactive power which will, eventually, destroy the circuit which hosts this condition.

Hence, Michael Faraday's Law of Induction is a narrow niche, for it merely defines the consumption of power while ignoring its 

generation.

Energy is always moving, ie. undergoing changes, but standing waves of energy do not move. Their energy moves, yet their wave pattern

does not move.

It is only a moving wave pattern which can be conserved. Everybody is so focused on the conservation of energy while ignoring the non-

conservation of their standing waves. For, it is their patterns, not their energy, which defines the consumption or the generation of power.

Here is the data in the format of screenshots of the simulation of a circuit in Micro-Cap – which is a flavor of Berkeley SPICE authored 

by Spectrum-Soft. You may download its simulation files from: https://ufile.io/6psos3xr

http://www.spectrum-soft.com/index.shtm
https://ufile.io/6psos3xr














































The following figures demonstrates how power is generated most of the time. Only occasionally does it react in the opposite (positive) 

direction to absorb, convert, and get rid of, this excess energy by spiking in the positive polarity once in a while.

So, causality has not been broken if we examine all of the components of a circuit over the entire duration of its run-time!











Why do we ignore “free energy?”

Because we are too preoccupied with energy while ignoring wave patterns.

The generation of energy is distinguished by a wave pattern called: a standing wave. These types of waves are rarely studied. They are

the heart and soul of “free energy.”

A battery is an example of the conversion of the chemical energy which is stored inside of itself into electrical energy which exits its

positive and negative terminals. Hence, it cannot generate energy; it merely converts energy from one format into another format.

The consumption of energy occurs whenever energy is being converted into another format, such as: electrical energy feeding a light

bulb is converted into light and is distinguished by a wave pattern which moves. Hence, the battery and the light bulb inside of a flashlight

circuit are not designed with the intention to generate power since that would give its owner a certain degree of freedom from having to

purchase anymore power if he can generate his own power which he can't generate with a battery and a light bulb.

Yet, the arrangement of various electronic components (such as: capacitors and coils of wire, etc.) can sometimes generate power. And

simple resistors, such as: heating elements, can convert the generation of this standing, electrical wave energy into useful heat energy and

boil water to run a steam locomotive, or replace nuclear power at an electric power plant.

Energy always moves. Wave patterns move if they are merely consuming and converting power. Standing wave patterns do not move

even though their energy is moving.

This is a very significant distinction we have been overlooking all this time arguing the pros and cons of free energy: is it a sham, or is it

for real?

The theoretical evidence speaks for itself. Simulators are not the last word on this subject. Yet, they cannot be swept aside as rubbish, for

that would deny their utilization by electrical engineers orchestrating the design for their new projects.

Hint...To interpret these slides requires looking at the polarity of sign for the value of each component. So, if a resistor possesses a

negative sign out in front of its value for power, then this component is generating power and is a useless standing wave. On the other hand,



if a component possesses a positive polarity (indicated by the absence of any symbol for its sign), then that component is converting power

into heat, or light, or the motion of a coil in an electric motor and must obey the laws of thermodynamics as they relate to conservation.

But the generation of power does not obey the law of the conservation of energy, because the generation of power is a standing wave. Its

energy – inside of that wave pattern – conforms to the conservation of energy, but its standing wave pattern does not, because a pattern – in

and of itself – is just a piece of information entertained by our mind. It does not exist in the concrete world of reality.

Yet we need these distinctions to help us to organize our thoughts on this subject.

So, from where does the extra energy come from whenever a standing wave clones itself? I don't know...

Some people have claimed that inventors who operate their “free energy” devices nearby any utility grid are stealing energy from that

grid. That happened to C. Earl Ammann when he set foot within the jurisdiction of Washington, D.C., 100 years ago (in 1921) to deliver to

the United States Patent Office his electric car powered by his invention devoid of the use of any batteries. He was promptly arrested before

he could ever deliver his invention to the Patent Office on the grounds of his, “stealing energy from the grid.”

I think it was a bogus charge.

I think he was disrupting the utility grid located at the perimeter of his influence while supplying energy to the people located well within

the diameter of his power supply's range of influence which was several miles mostly covering downtown Denver, Colorado, where he and

his brother conducted their demonstration.

I asked the following question to the good people over at Stack Exchange – https://is.gd/ugijif ( archived – https://is.gd/ejikir ). Does the

Conservation of Energy pertain to the electrical energy within all wave patterns (regardless of their form or function), but does not pertain to

the wave pattern, itself? In other words...

Does the Conservation of Energy restrict its domain to electrical wave patterns which merely convert one form of energy into another

https://is.gd/ejikir
https://web.archive.org/web/20210728213626/https://electronics.stackexchange.com/questions/577307/does-conservation-of-energy-pertain-to-the-electrical-energy-within-all-wave-pat
https://is.gd/ugijif
https://electronics.stackexchange.com/questions/577307/does-conservation-of-energy-pertain-to-the-electrical-energy-within-all-wave-pat


form of energy, such as: batteries and incandescent light bulbs?

And does the Conservation of Energy not apply to electrical wave patterns, such as: standing electrical waves whose phase of current is

inverted relative to their phase of voltage by 180 degrees of separation?

For, I see a distinct pattern emerging in which electronic components, such as: batteries and resistive loads (such as: light bulbs) exhibit

wave form patterns which are indicative of the consumption of energy due to the property that their wave forms move. This is indicative of

energy moving (which is undergoing conversion) from one domain into another domain. Yet, is this contrary to the behavior of standing

wave patterns, whose patterns do not move, despite the energy which is inside of standing wave patterns does allow for the movement of

energy inside of their rigid wave pattern?

Hence,  light  bulbs  exhibit  their  beneficial  outcome of  making electrical  energy useful  by converting  it  into  light  and radiate  this

outwardly, or else batteries make the chemical energy stored within themselves useful by converting this energy into electrical energy to

power a light bulb. So, it makes sense that this conversion process must conform to a sensibility of conservation since no new energy is

being produced.

But, does this explain the behavior of all electrical wave patterns? What about standing waves? Their energy is conserved, but is their

wave pattern capable of cloning itself?

And what is the consequence of this ability to clone itself?

Must these wave-types steal energy from their environment in order to fulfill their function of endlessly making carbon copies of their

wave forms? Is this what, so-called, “free energy” amounts to...is to find a source of energy exterior to a circuit from which to steal in order

to succeed at cloning its standing wave form?

Or, is there another source from which to “steal” so-called “free energy,” namely: the future of the energy which resides inside of a

standing wave? In other words, is electrical energy capable of reversing its own time-domain whenever this type of standing electrical wave

encases electrical energy?

This  question pertains merely to  those types of standing waves which possess a phase separation of one-half  cycle  of oscillations



between the current phase and the voltage phase components of an electrical wave of energy (to distinguish this usage of the term, “standing

wave,” from other types of standing waves).

Yes, a wave pattern existing as a calculated quantity.  That's what I intend to imply. And two different types of waves categorizing

(organizing) wave behavior into two broad groups of the consumption and conversion and, thus, the diminishment of their electrically,

energetic waveform (which moves its position in space) versus their amplification of power due to their electrical, standing wave pattern

which does not move around in space, yet may be moving around in time resulting in their amplification instead of dissipation? And from

where does this extra energy come from: their future position in space (should their two phases of current and voltage be brought back

together)?

“Amplification instead of dissipation” reflects the reversal of current as a property which is oriented by pointing itself away from areas

of higher voltage and points its orientation towards areas of lower voltage accentuating their voltage differences rather than equalizing them

(negentropy).

Please replace all instances of the word, “pseudoscience”, with the phrase of “the virtual reality of electronic simulators derived from the

Berkeley SPICE model,” specifically: Micro-Cap by Spectrum-Soft.

So, I must assume that the use of the term of, “pseudoscience,” implies that there is no scientific answer to this question? Okay. I

understand and appreciate your comments.

The first image, of the following three images, is a scanned newspaper article dated 28 August 1921. The second image is the original

photograph used in this article. And the third image is a portrait of Michael Faraday.

Enjoy!








